In another paper, t it was shown that there is a one-toone correspondence between certain classes of ideals, called regular classes, in a quaternion ring &, and certain classes of binary Hermitian forms. A binary Hermitian form is in one of these classes if and only if (a) its coefficients are in the set G of all integral numbers in a certain quadratic field of discriminant A, (b) the variables range over G, (c) its determinant is a certain integer a, (d) it represents positive integers.
Introduction.
In another paper, t it was shown that there is a one-toone correspondence between certain classes of ideals, called regular classes, in a quaternion ring &, and certain classes of binary Hermitian forms. A binary Hermitian form is in one of these classes if and only if (a) its coefficients are in the set G of all integral numbers in a certain quadratic field of discriminant A, (b) the variables range over G, (c) its determinant is a certain integer a, (d) it represents positive integers.
Let/ be such a form and let m be a positive integer. We shall show that/ represents m if and only if there is an ideal of norm mina certain class Q of ideals in ®. Q is uniquely determined by/. If/is a definite form with exactly k automorphs, we shall show that the number of representations of m by / is exactly kN, where N is the number of ideals in Q of norm m. We then show that if m is prime to 2aA, the number of ideals in ® of norm m is exactly o(m), the sum of the positive divisors of m.
Let/1,/2, • • • ,fa be representatives of those classes of forms mentioned above and assume that they are definite forms. If m is positive and prime to 2aA, if ki is the number of automorphs oí fi (i=l, 2, • • • , 77) and if every representation of m by fi be counted as l/ki, then, by the above mentioned results, the total number of representations of m by all the/'s is exactly a(m).
We also prove a theorem, which includes one due to Humbert, on certain "generalized" or symbolic representations of an integer by the above/'s. It will be seen that such representations may be interpreted explicitly in terms of the corresponding ideals in ®.
There are many results in the literature on the representation of integers by special quaternary quadratic forms which may be written as binary Hermitian forms.{ A large number of these may be readily obtained from the results of Tr. and of this paper. Several examples are given in the last paragraph. Let f(x, y) = axx' + bx'y + b'xy' + cyy' be an Hermitian form over G, which represents positive integers, of determinant bb'-ac=a, a and c being rational integers and o a number in G. Let m be a positive integer. Iif(r, s) = m, where r and s are in G, f will be said to represent m. We shall consider the representations of m by f. Letf'(x, y)=f(x', y'). By Theorem 3 of Tr., there is a uniquely determined class Q of ideals in © corresponding to the class of forms containing/'. By §5
of Tr., we have 
<¡>s m b'r + es + Er = b'r + cs + r'E, form a proper basis of an ideal 2 in Q and N(Z) = m. If'8 is in Q and A7 (8) = m, then 8 has a proper basis «t, u>2 as above, where r and s are in G and fir, s) = m. Suppose fir, s) = m>0. It may be verified that «i, w2 in (2) satisfy (1)» Hence they form a basis of an ideal 8 in ®. Since the determinant ar + bs -s' ., , , = /('. *) -», br + es r it follows that the co's form a proper basis and iV(8) = i». By Lemma 1, S is in Q. We shall say that the representation/(r, s) = m belongs to ?.
* The statement "there is a one-to-one correspondence • • ■ " in lines 8, 9, p. 442, Tr. is false. There is a correspondence but it is not one-to-one. For if the transformation (8) of Tr. is an automorph of/, then/ corresponds to the bases an, on and fi, ft. This error does not affect the validity of any subsequent proof or theorem.
Suppose 2 is an ideal in Q of norm m. By Lemma 1, 2 has a proper basis w¡=gii+gi2E (i= 1, 2), where the «'s satisfy (1) and A(xcoi+yco2) = i»/'(x, y). Wehavew=A(S)= |g,,| = g22wi-gi2oi2. Hence f'(g22, -gxi)=}(g22, -gxi) = m.
Replace each Z, in (1) by gix+gi2E and equate the coefficients of E. We obtain the first pair of equations below. gxi = ag22 -bgii , wi = ag22 -bgxi + gi2E,
Noting that f(g2i, -g\i) = m and comparing the last pair of equations with (2), the lemma follows.
Let 2 be an ideal in Q of norm m and let/(r, i) = mbe an arbitrarily chosen but fixed representation belonging to 2. We shall consider the set of all representations of m by/which belong to 2.
Let T be an automorph of/, i.e., a transformation
which transforms / into itself, the t's being in G and the determinant \ti¡\ = 1. Let f, s be defined by the equations obtained by replacing x, y, xu yi in (3) by r, s, f, s respectively. Then/(r, s) = m. This representation will be said to correspond to T. We shall show that a representation of m by / belongs to 8 if and only if it corresponds to an automorph of f; also that the representations corresponding to distinct automorphs are distinct. We shall thus have a one-to-one correspondence between those representations of m by/which belong to S and the automorphs of/. Since (3) is an automorph of/, (5) is an automorph of/'. Hence 7V(xi¿)i+yi¿>2) = mf'(xi, yx). By Lemma 1, the ¿'s satisfy (1). Therefore, as in the second part of the proof of Lemma 2, we may express gn, g2i in terms of f, s and find ¿i = ar + bs -Es, co2 = or + cs + Er.
Comparing these equations with (2), we see that the representation f(r, s) = m belongs to 8.
Conversely, suppose/(f, s) = m is a representation which belongs to 8. The »'s of (6) satisfy (1) and form a proper basis of 8. Then they may be expressed in terms of the co's as in (4), the /</ being in G and | /¿/ | =1. It may be shown that (5) is an automorph of/' and hence (3) is an automorph of/. If in the first pair of equations (4) we replace each un, ¿>, by the expressions (2) and (6) and equate the coefficients of E, we see that fir, s) = m is the representation which corresponds to the automorph (3). This completes the proof of the lemma.
Suppose ikji) is the matrix of an automorph of/. Let üi=kn'wi+/fei2'w2 (¿= 1, 2), where the w's are given by (2). Then, as in the preceding proof, the ¿'s satisfy (1) and we have
In the first pair of equations, set each ¿j¿=¿,í'wi+fe¿2'coí¡, replace each Ekij0)j by kijEuij, and eliminate the Eu,-by use of the second pair of equations. Employing the left linear independence of the w's with respect to G ( §4, Tr.), we obtain a system of equations equivalent to the following :*
akil + b'ku = -bki2 + ak22, ak2{ + b'k22 = -cki2 + b'k22.
We shall now prove Lemma 4. Let fir, s) = m,f(R, S) = m be the representations belonging to 8 which correspond to the distinct automorphs T, 7\ respectively. Then (f, s)^iR, S).
We have
where (&,,) is the matrix of the automorph T~xTi. Suppose (f, s) = iR, S).
* The condition \ki,-\ =1 and (7) imply that (ka) is the matrix of an automorph of/. If j^O, | kij\ = 1 and the first pair of (7) imply the second pair.
Since T~lTi is an automorph, f(kn, kii) = a. By (72), knb+ki2b'= (&22-kú)a. Therefore f(ku-l, kii) = 2a-iku+k22)a=0, k12 = 0 and kn=k22= 1. From k2íS= ik22-l)R we find similarly £2i = 0. Therefore T~*Tx is the identity transformation and T=Tx, contrary to hypothesis. The lemma follows.
By Lemmas 2, 3, and 4, we have Theorem 1. Let fix, y) be an Hermitian form over G, of determinant a, which represents positive integers, let fix, y)=f(x', y'), and let Q be the class of ideals in © which corresponds to the class of forms containing f. Every representation of a positive integer m by f belongs to a uniquely determined ideal 2 in Q of norm m and for every such ideal 2, there is a representation of m by f which belongs to 2. Those representations of m by f which belong to the same ideal may be placed in one-to-one correspondence with the automorphs of f.
If / is a definite form, it has only a finite number of automorphs and we have the Suppose 8 is an ideal in © with those components. If fji is equivalent to b, as in the proof of Lemma 2 of Tr., 8/= 81/1, where /, h are in G and 8i is a uniquely determined ideal in © with the components abi and bi. Conversely, if 8i is such an ideal, the equation 8/ = 81/1 defines uniquely an ideal 8 with the components ab and b. Since every class of ideals in G contains an ideal prime to an arbitrarily chosen integer, in our proof of the above-mentioned result, we may assume without loss of generality that b is prime to 2aaA.
Let Xi, X2 be a canonical basis of b. Xi is a divisor of Nib) and hence is prime to 2aaA. After adding a proper multiple of Xi to X2, we may assume that X2 is also prime to 2aaA.
Let 8 
,
Since the fi's are in 2 and each of the expressions in brackets above is in G, it follows that
(mod a).
Vüikxbx -(0 -1>22)X202 -0, Since (d-vu)(6-v22) -vx2v2x=0 and î>i2k2i is prime to 0, it follows that the congruences (15) are equivalent. From (15i) and (13) 
Hence (15i) implies N(bi) = N(b2) (mod a). It follows that (12i) and (150 imply (122) and (152).
Conversely, et ¿>i be a root of (9). Since Vii\2 is prime to a, b2 is uniquely determined, modulo 0, by (15i) and bi, b2 satisfy each of the four congruences (12) and (15). Let Í2i== (¿><+E)Xi (*=1, 2). Since a is prime to b, it follows from (11) and (14) that each EQ,, 0Í2,-is a linear function, with rational integral coefficients, of 0X1, 0X2, Oi, £k. The same is obviously true of each EaXi, 6a\i. Hence there is an ideal 2 with a basis as in (10) with 0b and b as its components. Let bx be another root of (9). We may obtain in a similar manner an ideal Si. It may be shown that Si = 2 if and only if 5=61 (mod 0).
We have then by Lemma 5
Theorem 2. If a is a positive integer, prime to 2aA, and b is an ideal in G, there are exactly ^(0) ideals in ® whose first and second components are ab and b respectively.
4. The number of ideals with a given norm. We shall prove Theorem 3. If mis a positive integer, prime to 2aA, there are exactly aim) ideals in ® of norm m.
Since the theorem is obviously true for m= 1, it will be sufficient to show that if it is true for m = mi, then it is true for m=mxP', where P is a prime not a divisor of mi.
By the proof of Lemma 3 of Tr., for every ideal S in ®, there is a p in ® of positive norm such that Sp=Si, where Si is a reduced ideal and n(2)N2(p) = n(2i). is exactly 8a(m). We also note that by Theorem 4, the number of representations with z2+w2 prime to m is ^(m). Similarly, for the case A=-8, a= -l,we obtain Liouville's result that the number of representations of m by u2+v2+2z2+2w2 is 4a(m).* Consider the case A= -1 ,a= -1. By p. 445 of Tr., all the regular ideals in © are principal and by Lemma 6 of Tr., all the ideals in © are regular. Then 77= 1,/i = xx'+yy'. There are exactly three ideals in © of norm 2, namely, those defined by Í+E, 0=(l+A1/2)/2 and 0'. More generally, it may be shown by induction that the number of ideals of norm 2" is 2«+1-l = (r(2B). Furthermore, there is only one ideal of norm 7", namely, that defined by (20-l)n. Then, employing Theorem 3 of this paper and Theorem 4 of Tr., it may be shown that if w=7"Wi, where ntt is a positive integer prime to 7, the number of ideals of norm m is exactly a(mi). Since © contains exactly four units, it follows that the number of representations of m by/i is exactly 4a(mi). Noting that/i may be written fi=u2+uz+2z2+v2 +vw+2w2, we see that this result was obtained by Dickson.* If m is prime to 2-7, by Theorem 4 there are exactly 4\Er(m) representations with v2+vw+2w2 prime to m.
Consider the case A = -8, a= -3. Let m be a positive integer prime to 6. It may be shown that H = kx = k2 = 2 and that we may take fi = xx'+3yy', /2=2xx'+(l+0)x'y+(l-0)xy'+3;yy', where 02=-2. By Theorem 4, the total number of representations of m by/i and/2 is exactly 2a(m). /i may be written u2+2v2+3z2+6w2.
The problem of determining the number Tim), of representations of m by/i has long been recognized as a very difficult problem. Liouville stated that Tim) ;S2o-(m),t an immediate consequence of our result above. By the corollary of Theorem 1, the problem of determining Tim) is equivalent to that of determining how many of the aim) ideals of norm m are principal. This is the same sort of problem which arises in the determination of the integers represented by a binary quadratic form when there is more than one class in a genus.
By a result due to Griffiths,} T(m)<2o-(m) if m>l. Since/2(0x, 0y) = 2/2(x, y),f2[(l + 6)x, (l + 0);y] = 3/2(x, y), it follows that/2 represents every integer >1. University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.
